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l)Two equal masses are connected by means of a spring and two other identical springsfixed to rigid supports on either side (Fig. l), permit the masses to jointry undergosimple harmonic motion along a straight line, so that the system conesponds to twocoupled oscillations' Assume that m, = H2 = m and the stiffness constant is /r for
both the oscillators.

(a) Form the differential equations for both the oscillators and solve the coupledequations and obtain the frequencies of oscilations.
(b) Discuss the modes of oscillation and sketch the modes.

Fig. Coupled oscillator

2)Find the eigen values and eigen functions of the equation:

y '  -  41y'  + 4),2y =g,y(0)= 0,  .y( l )+ Jr , ( l )  = 0
3)Find the generar solution of Bessel,s differential equation

w h e r a  n + A  + l  r ate r  v1_L L1_L_L9 cco

z 'Y"+zY'+(z ' -ntyy=0
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specify whether they are regular or irregular.

(a) ,'y" * zy, * (zz - nz)y _ O
(b) (z-L)ny" + Z7z-t)3y, + ! = O
(c)  z2( l -z)y, ,*y,- !=o

5)Let u(x't)represent the temperature of a very thin rod of leng th tr ,which is placed on
the interval 0< x{tr, at position x and time r. The pDE which governs the heat

distribution is given bv * = lU-  
0x '  k  At '

where u' x ' t and k ategiven in proper units. we further assume that both ends are
insulated; that is, u(0,t) = u(n,t)= 0 are impose ,,boundary 

condition, , for tz 0. Given
an initial temperature distribution of u(x,O)=2sin 4x_llsin7x, for 0(y( tT, use
the technique of separation of variabres to find a (non-trivial) sorution , u(x,t).

6) Show that the following special functions:

l) I(m)r(l - m) = ii) p(m,n)=ffisinmz
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dy ifi F@,b;c;t) = tr(c)F(c- a-b)

F("-  a) t (c-b)
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